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Summary
Gravitational waves are quickly changing the way that we view the wider universe, enabling
observations of compact objects in highly relativistic scenarios. Gravitational-wave detectors
measure the minuscule, time-dependent perturbations to the spacetime metric. These detec-
tors have long been characterized by a sensitivity curve, a plot in the frequency domain, which
summarizes their ability to detect a given signal. Pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) are collections
of highly precise millisecond pulsars regularly monitored for shifts in the spin period of pul-
sars indicative of gravitational waves in the nanohertz regime. See Hobbs & Dai (2017) and
Burke-Spolaor & others (2019) for a review of pulsar timing arrays and the astrophysics of
nanohertz gravitational waves. The sensitivity curves for PTAs are often overly simplified in
the literature, lacking detailed information about the fit to a pulsar’s timing parameters and
assuming identical pulsar noise characteristics.
Hasasia is a Python package for calculating and building accurate PTA sensitivity curves,
largely based on the formalism presented in (Hazboun, Romano, & Smith, 2019). This soft-
ware is designed for use by astronomers interested in sources of nanohertz gravitational waves
and PTA data analysts alike. It uses standard Python packages, such as Numpy (Oliphant,
n.d.) and Astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al., 2018) to build sensitivity curves from generic
PTAs of individually constructed pulsars. Hasasia includes the ability to add time-correlated
(red) noise into the noise power spectral density of individual pulsars. The strongest expected
signal in the PTA band is the stochastic gravitational wave background from supermassive
binary black holes, which is also modeled as a red noise process. Therefore, it is important to
take low-frequency noise into account when assessing the sensitivity of a PTA.
The API is designed with a general astrophysics audience in mind. A number of “standard”
PTA configurations are included as part of the package, including the NANOGrav 11-year
data, with more coming soon. It has already been made a requirement of another Python
package (Kaiser, McWilliams, & Hazboun, n.d.). The various sensitivity curve objects in
hasasia allow the calculation of signal-to-noise ratios for a generic user-defined gravitational-
wave signal. Though the user interface is designed with the non-expert in mind, a PTA data
analyst can use real pulsar timing data to assess the sensitivity of a given PTA.
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